Menomonie Indoor Invite
Schedule of Events
Tuesday, April 7th 2009

ROLLING SCHEDULE – PLEASE KEEP TRACK OF EVENTS

4:00  Girls PV  (boys will follow girls)
      Boys HJ  (girls will follow boys)
      Boys Shot  (girls will follow boys)
      LJ followed by TJ  (cafeteria style for both)

4:30  3200 Relay  (girls then boys)
      55 HH Trial  (girls then boys)
      55 Trial  (girls then boys)
      1600  (girls then boys)
      55 HH Final  (boys then girls)
      55 Final  (girls then boys)
      400  (girls then boys)
      800 Relay  (girls then boys)
      800  (girls then boys)
      55 LH Final  (girls then boys)
      200  (girls then boys)
      1600 RELAY  (girls then boys)